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A Multimodal Deep Learning Method for Android Malware Detection using Various Features

TaeGuen Kim, BooJoong Kang, Mina Rho, Sakir Sezer and Eul Gyu Im

Abstract—With the widespread use of smartphones, the number of malware has been increasing exponentially. Among smart devices, Android devices are the most targeted devices by malware because of their high popularity. This paper proposes a novel framework for Android malware detection. Our framework uses various kinds of features to reflect the properties of Android applications from various aspects, and the features are refined using our existence-based or similarity-based feature extraction method for effective feature representation on malware detection. Besides, a multimodal deep learning method is proposed to be used as a malware detection model. This paper is the first study of the multimodal deep learning to be used in the Android malware detection. With our detection model, it was possible to maximize the benefits of encompassing multiple feature types. To evaluate the performance, we carried out various experiments with a total of 41,260 samples. We compared the accuracy of our model with that of other deep neural network models. Furthermore, we evaluated our framework in various aspects including the efficiency in model updates, the usefulness of diverse features, and our feature representation method. In addition, we compared the performance of our framework with those of other existing methods including deep learning based methods.

Index Terms—Android malware, malware detection, intrusion detection, machine learning, neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the growing popularity of mobile devices such as smartphones or tablets, attacks on the mobile devices have been increasing. Mobile malware is one of the most dangerous threats which cause various security incidents as well as financial damages. According to the G DATA report [1] in 2017, security experts discovered about 750,000 new Android malware during the first quarter of 2017. It is expected that a large number of mobile malware will keep developed and spread to commit various cybercrimes on mobile devices. Android is a mobile operating system that is most targeted by mobile malware because of the popularity of Android devices. In addition to the number of Android devices, there is another reason that leads malware authors to develop Android malware. The reason is that the Android operating system allows users to install applications downloaded from third-party markets and attackers can seduce or mislead Android users to download malicious or suspicious applications from attackers’ servers.

To mitigate the attacks by Android malware, various research approaches have been proposed so far. The malware detection approaches can be classified into two categories; static analysis based detection [2-19] and dynamic analysis based detection [20-24]. The static analysis based methods use syntactic features that can be extracted without executing an application, whereas the dynamic analysis based methods use semantic features that can be monitored when an application is executed in a controlled environment. Static analysis has an advantage that it is unnecessary to set the execution environments, and the computational overheads for static analysis are relatively low. Dynamic analysis has an advantage that it is possible to handle malicious applications which use some obfuscation techniques such as code encryption or packing.

In this paper, we assume that obfuscated malware is processed by dynamic analysis based methods, and we focus on the development of a static analysis based method to distinguish between malware and benign applications. This paper proposes a novel malware detection framework based on various static features. Our framework is flexible to add a new type of features, so, it is possible to utilize dynamic features in the future.

There are many previous works that are related to Android malware detections, but most of the previous studies use only limited types of features to detect malware. Each type of feature can represent only a few properties of applications. On the other hand, we propose a framework to detect malware using many feature information to reflect various characteristics of applications in various aspects. Our proposed framework first extracts and processes multiple feature types, and refines them.
using our feature vector generation methods. Our feature vector generation method consists of an existence-based method and a similarity-based method, and these are very effective to distinguish between malware and benign applications even though malware has many similar properties of benign applications. In addition, our framework uses a classification model that implies the degree of classification according to their importance. Among many useful classification algorithms, we concluded that the deep learning algorithm is the suitable classification algorithm for our framework that uses various types of feature.

We propose a multimodal deep neural network model to fit the features with different properties. The multimodal deep learning method is generally utilized to make the neural network to reflect the properties with different kinds of feature. For example, the multimodal deep learning method was used to recognize human speech using both voice information and mouth shape information [48]. The different types of the feature are inputted and processed in different initial neural networks separately, and each initial network is connected to a final neural network to produce the classification results. According to our survey, our research is the first application of the multimodal deep learning to the Android malware detection.

We conducted many experiments using our framework with a large dataset from VirusShare [38] and the well-known small dataset from the Malgenome project [37]. We measured and compared the performance of our model with that of the deep neural network model. In addition, we evaluated our framework in various aspects including efficiency in model updates, the usefulness of diverse features and effects of our feature representation method. According to the comparison results with other deep learning based methods, we argue that our framework has good performance on the malware detection.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
- We proposed a novel Android malware detection framework using diverse features that can reflect the characteristics of Android applications.
- We suggested feature vector generation methods that can represent malware characteristics effectively even when malware shares many common properties with benign applications.
- We introduced how the multimodal neural network can be applied in malware detection system. Model learning strategies and an online update method for malware detection are proposed. To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first application of the multimodal deep learning to the Android malware detection.
- We provided various experimental results of our framework to evaluate the performance in various aspects. Total seven experiments were conducted in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the overall architecture of our Android malware detection framework and describes how the framework works in detail, Section III presents the feature types that are used in our framework, and the multimodal neural network algorithm is explained in Section IV. Section V shows the experimental results to show the performance of our framework, and Section VI discusses related work, followed by Section VII that summarizes our research and provides future work of this ongoing research.
II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of our framework, and our framework uses seven kinds of the feature; String feature, method opcode feature, method API feature, shared library function opcode feature, permission feature, component feature, and environmental feature. Using those features, the seven corresponding feature vectors are generated first, and then, among them, the permission/component/predefined setting feature vectors are merged into one feature vector. Finally, the five feature vectors are fed to the classification model for malware detection. The framework conducts four major processes for the detection: raw data extraction process, feature extraction process, feature vector generation process, and detection process. These processes are explained in the next subsections.

A. Raw Data Extraction Process

The raw data extraction process is performed to make Android APK (Android Package Kit) files interpretable. To extract the raw data, an APK file is unzipped, and a manifest file, a dex file, and shared library files are extracted first. The manifest file and the dex file are decoded or disassembled by APKTool [32], and the shared library files (i.e., .so files) in the package can be disassembled by IDA Pro [33].

B. Feature Extraction Process

The feature extraction process is conducted to obtain the essential feature data from the raw data. The detailed definition of feature types is explained in Section III.

First, method opcode features and method API features are extracted from smali files which are the disassembled results of a dex file. The smali file is separated into the method blocks, and, by scanning Dalvik bytecodes, the Dalvik opcode frequency of each method is calculated. In addition, during the bytecode scanning, it is checked whether the invocation of the dangerous APIs exists in the method, and the dangerous API invocation frequency of each method is calculated. In case of string features, strings are simply collected from the whole smali files without considering the method separation.

Shared library function opcode features are extracted from the instruction sequences of the disassembled code of .so files. The instruction sequence of each function is scanned to extract the information of the assembly opcode frequency.

The permission features, the component features, and environmental features are extracted from the manifest XML file. While visiting the XML tree nodes, each node’s tag is checked to confirm whether the node contains the information about permissions, application components, and so on.

C. Feature Vector Generation Process

The extracted features in the previous process are used to compose feature vectors. Seven kinds of the feature vector are generated from extracted features. The seven feature vectors are divided into two types according to their feature representations: existence-based feature vectors and similarity-based feature vectors. The existence-based feature vector is the feature vector whose elements only represent the existence of features in the malicious feature database, and examples of these are string, permission, component and environmental feature vectors. On the other hand, the similarity-based feature vector is the feature vectors whose elements are similar to the malware representatives in the malicious feature database, and method opcode, method API and shared library function feature vectors are the similarity-based feature vectors.

The malicious feature database herein is a repository that contains features and malware representatives of known malicious applications. The structure of the database is described in Fig. 5 in APPENDIX B, and each feature is explained in Section III. In addition, the malware representatives mean the centroids of the clusters which are calculated using the K-means clustering algorithm [44].

Algorithms I and II explain in APPENDIX A the processing flows of the feature generation. First, as explained in Algorithm I, the existence-based feature generation process is simple. The feature values in the malicious feature database correspond to the elements of the feature vector, and every feature value is searched in the features extracted from input applications. If there is no certain feature value in the extracted features, its absence is represented as zero. Otherwise, the existence of the feature value is represented as one in the vector.

Second, the similarity-based feature vectors are generated as explained in Algorithm II. The method opcode feature, the method API feature, and the shared library function opcode feature used in this feature vector generation process are in the form of a list of frequencies. The frequency values can vary considerably, so the features of an input application are first normalized to fit the feature values in the range of [0, 1]. The min-max scaling method is used in the normalization [45]. Then, each malware representative (the centroid of the cluster) in the malicious feature database is compared with the features of the input application using the Euclidean distance measure. Among the distances of each malware representative, the minimum distance is selected to convert to the similarity, and the calculated similarity is recorded in the corresponding element of the feature vector. By recording the highest similarity values of the multiple malware representatives, the feature vector can contain similarities to multiple clusters’ centroids which are computed with known malware applications. Therefore, the similarity-based feature vector can represent information whether the input application’s features belong to clusters.

To improve the performance of our framework, we refined the feature vector with a predefined threshold value. The similarity values that exceed the predefined similarity threshold become one. Otherwise, it is set to zero. This refinement removes the features that are not close enough to a certain malware representative but have small similarity values, and it also simplifies the computation in the deep learning process.

D. Detection Process

After all the seven feature vectors are generated in the previous process, the detection process is conducted to determine whether the given application is malicious or not. Before examining the feature vectors with the detection model, the permission feature vector, the component feature vector,
and the environmental feature vector are merged into a single feature vector. Therefore, our model gets the five feature vectors and performs mathematical operations at each layer. If all operations are conducted completely, the model produces the estimated label for the given input application.

III. THE DEFINITION OF FEATURES

Diverse features could be helpful to reflect the characteristics of an application. Even though some features such as environmental information are not directly related to malicious activities, these features may contribute to defining the application characteristics.

Our proposed framework uses the following features:

- String feature
- Method opcode feature
- Method API feature
- Shared library function opcode feature
- Permission feature
- Component feature
- Environmental feature

In our framework, the deep learning algorithm is used to classify the unknown samples into the malware class or the benign class. The deep learning algorithm generates a neural network model that can derive the best classification accuracy by updating the weight of each neuron input. The degree of influence of the feature on classification is determined according to the weight of the neurons affected by the feature. If there is an insignificant feature in the classification, the weight of the relevant neurons is reduced. Therefore, each feature can be used differently by their contributions.

The next subsections explain each feature type that is used in our framework. It is noted that the features are converted to the feature vectors to apply them to the neural network.

A. String Feature

The string feature is extracted from a set of string values in smali files. The feature extraction module collects all operand values with the types of const-string and const-string/jumbo. There are also the Dalvik opcodes that move a reference to a string into a specific register. The number of strings in an application spans a wide range. If the number of applications increases, then the number of strings from those applications will increase explosively. Therefore, strings are hashed, and the hashed values of strings are applied to the modular operation. The hash function used in the framework is the SHA512 hash function.

B. Method opcode and API Feature

Dalvik opcode frequency and API invocation frequency of methods may imply application behaviors and coding habits of the developer. For this reason, Dalvik opcode frequency and API invocation frequency of methods are used to define the method features. The method opcode frequency can be calculated by scanning the bytecode in each method. In the case of the API invocation frequency, the bytecodes for API invocation are checked to count the API invocations in each method. To capture malicious behaviors, invocations of only selected APIs are counted. The APIs that might be used in malicious activities are investigated manually using the Android Developer reference pages [50]. Additionally, the APIs that were introduced in [35] are also added to the selected API list. According to [35], those selected APIs are useful to distinguish malware and benign applications.

C. Shared Library Function Opcode Feature

Android provides the Java Native Interface (JNI) and allows applications to incorporate native libraries. It is well known that native code defeats Android security mechanisms because native code is not covered by the security model. For example, shared library files can be used to hide malicious behaviors or to avoid countermeasure against attacks. That is the reason why many malicious applications use the native code to attack the Android system.

To prevent malware with native code from hiding its behaviors, our framework defines and uses the shared library function features in the detection. Similar to the method feature extraction, ARM opcode frequency and system call invocation frequency are extracted from native code. While scanning the disassembled code of each function, the opcodes and system call invocations in each function are counted.

D. Permission Feature

Android is a privilege-separated operating system, and an application runs with a unique system identifier. Android provides a permission-based access control mechanism to restrict the operations that a process can perform. In addition, per-URI permissions are used to grant access to specific data. To perform a certain behavior, an application should request necessary permissions to Android, and this means that permissions defined in an application can indicate the behaviors of an application.

The manifest file in the application includes various information related to permissions. First, the permissions to be requested when the application is installed are defined in the manifest file. Second, security permission that can be used to limit accesses to specific components is also defined to protect the application. The permission-related information can be collected by parsing the <uses-permission> tag and the <permission> tag in the manifest file. The request permissions’ names are collected from the <uses-permission> tag, and the security permissions’ names, permission groups and protection levels are collected from the <permission> tag. The extracted request permissions and security permissions (the tuples of name, permission group, and protection level) are used as permission features.

E. Component Feature

Application components are the essential building blocks of an Android application. There are four components in an Android application: Activity, service, broadcast receiver, and
content provider. The basic role of each component is explained as follows. The activity component presents a visual user interface that an application developer defines. The service component does not have any visual interface but performs background processing. The content provider component provides database interfaces to share data with other applications. The broadcast receiver component provides a channel to receive messages from other applications.

Every component of an application is able to register and to receive messages, called intents. The intent can be used to start the component or to deliver some important data to the component. Whenever the intent is transmitted to the component, the predefined callback function is executed to handle the intent. The intent can present how the components communicate each other. The component-intent pairs are extracted as the component feature to analyze the relationship between the components. In the case of the content provider, we also extract the URI path information that specifies which data subsets of the parent content provider permission can be granted.

The manifest file of the application is parsed to record the declared components and their specified intents. First, the component name is extracted from <activity>, <service>, <provider>, and <receiver> tags, and the names of intents are extracted from <intent-filter> tags. The URI paths are collected from the <grant-uri-permission> tag and are paired with the name of the component provider and the intent.

F. Environmental Feature

In the manifest file, there is some information about the environment settings to execute the application. Requirements or usage of hardware and software, list of shared libraries that the application requires, and SDK (Software Development Kit) version for execution are extracted as environmental features. <uses-feature>, <uses-library>, and <uses-sdk> tags are parsed to collect the names of requested hardware/software, the names of linked libraries, and the SDK version respectively.

IV. MULTIMODAL NEURAL NETWORK

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the multimodal deep neural network for malware detection in our framework. Our proposed neural network model uses five feature vectors, and each vector is inputted separately to the initial networks which consist of five DNNs (Deep Neural Network). The initial networks are not connected to each other, and the last layers of the initial networks are connected to the merging layer that is the first layer of the final network. The final network is a DNN, and it produces the classification results. Each DNN of the initial networks consists of an input layer and two hidden layers, and each layer only receives connections from the previous layer. Each layer is fully-connected, and the activation functions used in the DNNs are the rectified linear units (ReLU) activation function [51]. The ReLU activation function is utilized to prevent the vanishing gradient problem in training, and it also makes our model computationally efficient.

The final network is a similar shape of the DNNs to the initial network except for the first and the last layers. The first layer, i.e. merging layer, is connected with the last layers of the DNNs of the initial networks. The last layer of the final network, i.e. output layer, produces the classification results. In the output layer, there is only one neuron that uses the sigmoid function to label an input application as malware or a benign application. The parameters used in each layer in the multimodal neural network are summarized in Table I.

A. Formal Description

In this subsection, the formal description of our multimodal neural network model is explained. Let \( t \in \{1,2,3,4,5\} \) indicates each initial network, \( I^t = \{1,2,3\} \) be a layer in initial network, \( x^t \) the input vector corresponding to initial network, \( z^{(t)} \) the incoming vector into layer \( I^t \), \( y^{(t)} \) the output vector of the layer \( I^t \), \( W^{(t)} \) the weights of the layer \( I^t \), \( b^{(t)} \) the biases of the layer \( I^t \), and \( f \) the activation function (ReLU). The equation for the feed-forward operation of the initial network is as follows:

\[
y^{(t')} = x \quad (1)
\]

\[
z^{(t'+1)} = W^{(t'+1)}y^{(t')} + b^{(t'+1)} \quad (2)
\]

\[
y^{(t'+1)} = f(z^{(t'+1)}) = \text{max}(0, z^{(t'+1)}) \quad (3)
\]

Let \( I^t = \{1,2,3,4\} \) be a layer in final network, \( z^{(t')} \) the
The labels for the input vector is determined as shown in Equations (8) and (9). $L$ denotes the label of input vector, and $L'$ the predicted label result.

\[
\begin{cases}
  y'(t) \geq 0.5, L' = 1 \\
  y'(t) < 0.5, L' = 0
\end{cases}
\]

During the learning process, our multimodal neural network model is tuned to minimize the value of the loss function, i.e. the cross-entropy function. The loss function is described as follows:

\[
J(L, L') = -\sum_{i=1}^{2} L^{(i)} \log L^{(i)} + (1 - L^{(i)}) \log(1 - L^{(i)})
\]

### B. Regularization

Overfitting is one of the major problems of neural network models. If a neural network model is overfitted with a particular train set, then the neural network model cannot generally be used in classification. To avoid the overfitting problem, Dropout regularization [49] is applied to our multimodal neural network model. Dropout is a technique to skip some units randomly while the neural network is trained. With a fixed probability, some incoming and outgoing connections of a neuron in the network are removed. This makes the model become not too dependent on a specific set of units and their associated weights and the biases. In our model, the DNNs are modeled with the dropout rate of 0.2. This rate is generally used in the typical DNN based models.

In addition, when tuning the neural network model, we used the validation set as well as the training set. While the training set is used to fit the model, the classification accuracy using the validation set is also measured together. The validation set does not update the weights and the biases of the model, but by monitoring the trends of the accuracies of both of the training set and the validation set, it can be checked whether the model fitting is done correctly without the overfitting problem. If the accuracy growth of both sets are not similar, then the tuning process is terminated, and modeling parameters are changed to avoid the overfitting problem. In the detection experiments in Section V-D, we used the validation set for the model tuning.

### C. Learning Strategy for the Multimodal Neural Network

In practice, although malware and benign applications are given to be analyzed, it is not guaranteed that all of the features can be extracted from the given applications. In our cases, there were some applications that the decompiler tool or the disassembler tool cannot analyze properly. Only 78% of .dex files, 79% of manifest files, and 69% of .so files were translated properly. The detailed statistical information is explained in Table II. It is possible to build the multimodal neural network by using only applications from which all types of features can be extracted or by padding zeros to feature vectors when the features cannot be obtained. In order to handle the problem of partially extracted features, when we modeled the multimodal neural network, each initial neural network for a specific feature type is first learned, and then the final neural network is learned with previously built initial networks. This learning strategy can enhance the overall accuracy of the model as well as can reduce the training time in the situation that only a few initial network is required to be updated.

### D. Processing the Zero-Padded Feature Vectors in Detection

Unlike the learning process, in the online detection, even though some feature vectors consist of only zeros, our framework can still process them normally if there is at least one non-zero feature vector. In our experiments, zero-padded feature vectors are not included in the detection, but our framework produced high detection accuracy. This is because the zero-padded feature vectors hardly affect the final decision since the initial networks that correspond to the zero-padded feature vectors generate minimum output values that only calculated with the biases of the neurons.

### V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

#### A. Dataset

For the evaluation of our model, 20,000 malware samples from VirusShare [38] and 1,260 from the Malgenome project [37] were used. In addition, 20,000 benign samples downloaded from Google Play App Store [39] between March 2015 and April 2016 were used. To find out whether the downloaded applications are benign or not, the online malware scanning service of VirusTotal [40] was used. VirusTotal provides APIs for the scanning service. We utilized these APIs to request the tests and to obtain the scanning results. When all of the virus-scanners in VirusTotal consider an application as benign, the application is included in the benign application set.

We had many experiments for the performance evaluation, and the size and the source of samples were slightly different, so we summarized the information of datasets in each experiment at Tables XI and XII in APPENDIX C.

#### B. Experimental Environment

We used an Ubuntu 14.04 machine with Intel Core i7-5820k CPU, GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU and 104GB RAM to deploy our proposed framework. In the experiments, the GPU was utilized to accelerate machine learning algorithms including our multimodal neural network algorithm. We implemented the modules of the framework in Python; most of the modules were executed on PyPy Interpreter [41] that provides runtime optimizations. The modules that use libraries
The size of dataset used in this experiment is described in Table III, when we specified the original labels using the Malgenome project reports, the average portion of clusters with same labels was about 74.47%. Among the malicious samples, there are some mutually-related families like DroidKungFu (1/2/3/4/Sapp/Update). These samples share common malicious behavior, so their features are also similar. For this reason, we merged the labels of those samples into one and the average portions were measured as 83.40%. Lastly, when using the malware or benign labels, the average portion was 92.26%. According to the results, our features are effective to capture applications’ characteristics for the malware detection.

2) Effectiveness of the feature vector of the framework

Our framework uses complicated feature extraction methods to analyze malware. The following are two main reasons of our feature extractions. First, it was necessary to provide the method that generates the fixed sized feature vector that can be used in the detection model. The size of the raw data such as naïve binary files of each application varies greatly, so the resizing algorithms are necessary to provide the fixed sized feature vectors which fit in our neural network model. The previously proposed resizing algorithms utilize the spatial or temporal characteristics of images or speech waveforms, and these resizing algorithms cannot be directly used in our model, so we developed our own resizing algorithms. Second, common characteristics of malware should be included in the feature vectors, so that we developed the similarity-based feature clustering algorithm, DBSCAN [47] was used in TDA. As shown in Fig. 3, most of the cluster nodes are expressed as pure red and blue. This means that the feature data have a property that can distinguish malicious and benign samples. There are some orange or green nodes, but the number of these nodes is very small. To check the exact TDA clearly, we measured the portion of the clusters that have same labels. As shown in Table III, when we specified the original labels using the Malgenome project reports, the average portion of clusters with same labels was about 74.47%. Among the malicious samples, there are some mutually-related families like DroidKungFu (1/2/3/4/Sapp/Update). These samples share common malicious behavior, so their features are also similar. For this reason, we merged the labels of those samples into one and the average portions were measured as 83.40%. Lastly, when using the malware or benign labels, the average portion was 92.26%. According to the results, our features are effective to capture applications’ characteristics for the malware detection.

C. Effectiveness of the Usage of Feature in the Framework

1) Topological data analysis for the selected features

We also conducted experiments to figure out how the features of our framework are useful. We performed the topological data analysis (TDA) [61] that is devised for the high-dimensional and noisy data. The malware samples used here had been analyzed in many previous studies, so it is easy to compare our proposed model with the other studies. In TDA, the original data are projected, and the projected data are clustered and visualized. Each cluster is expressed as a node, and a node’s color and size are assigned by the cluster’s property. The edge between the nodes represents that the connected cluster nodes have same intersected elements. Fig. 3 shows the results of the TDA. In the figure, each cluster node’s size means the log-scaled number of the cluster members, and the color of the nodes means the portion of the labels of the cluster members. The color of the cluster node with malicious samples is red; otherwise, the color is blue. The
vector generation method.

To show the effectiveness of our feature vector generation method including feature extraction, we conducted experiments to compare our framework with other methods: the native binary-based detection method, the bag-of-words based detection method, and an open-sourced opcode sequence-based detection method [30]. The naïve binary-based method uses the binary files such as manifest files, *dex* files, *so* files directly as feature vectors, and the bag-of-words based method uses the frequencies per feature (e.g. APIs, Dalvik opcodes, and ARM opcodes) as feature vectors. The opcode sequence-based method uses disassembled opcode sequences as feature vectors.

Table IV shows the comparison results of the experiments. The first row shows the experimental results when all possible feature types are used to generate feature vectors, and the second row shows the results when only the Android method opcode information is used. In both cases, our framework has higher accuracy than the other methods. Especially, the naïve binary-based detection and the bag-of-words based detection produced very low accuracies. The accuracy of the opcode sequence-based detection is about 3% lower than that of our framework with only Android method opcode information.

To find out the reason for these results, we analyzed the malware samples that were classified correctly in our framework but were misclassified commonly in the other detection methods. Among the Android methods used in the malware samples, we calculated the ratio of the Android methods which appear in both malware samples and benign samples. The results showed that about 79.9% of Android methods in the malware samples also appear in benign samples. Since the other detection methods use *dex* files themselves or all the opcode sequences to generate feature vectors, these 79.9% Android methods also affect the feature vector generation. As a consequence, the detection rate is degraded due to common Android methods in both malware and benign applications.

In contrast, in our framework, these Android methods appeared in benign samples have similarity values less than a certain threshold with malware representatives, so these methods are not used to generate feature vectors. We calculated the ratio of the elements set as one in our similarity-based feature vectors of the misclassified malware samples by the other methods. Fig. 7 in APPENDIX D shows the standard normal distribution derived from the ratio results. This figure includes the ratio results of all the benign and malware samples to compare with the result of the misclassified malware samples by the other methods. As shown in the figure, we can find that the shape of the standard normal distribution of the misclassified malware samples is almost same with that of all the malware samples, whereas there is a definite difference between the shape of the standard normal distributions of all the benign samples and the misclassified malware samples. In conclusion, the feature vectors that are generated with naïve binary files or with simple refined raw data are not useful to distinguish malware and benign applications because those feature vectors can be dominated by common characteristics of benign applications. Our framework generates feature vectors not only to reflect the malware characteristics but also to exclude the benign characteristics by assigning zeros to the values of the features that have low similarity with the feature representatives of the malware. Due to this reason, it is expected that our method has shown high accuracy compared with others.

D. Effectiveness of the Multimodal Neural Model

1) Comparison with different neural networks

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed multimodal neural network and its learning strategy, we measured the accuracies of three different neural network models. Our framework uses the five feature types for detection. For the evaluation, we measured the performance using all feature combinations as shown in Fig. 4.

The models used in the experiments are explained below:

- MNN-z: The multimodal neural network model trained with the zero-padded feature vectors
- MNN-s (used by our framework): The multimodal neural network model separately trained only with the non-zero feature vectors
- DNN: The fully-connected deep neural network model trained with the zero-padded feature vectors

As shown in Fig. 4, when all feature types were used, each neural network model produced the maximum accuracy. In addition, the models detected malware more accurately when they used more feature types. As we expected, the performance of the multimodal neural model was best when the initial networks were trained separately. Especially, the performance differences with other models were increased whenever a new feature type is added. The trend lines of the histograms in Fig. 4 shows that the accuracy of the multimodal neural network model is improved significantly, compared with the other two models. Even though the number of features is same, accuracy results can be different depending on the combinations of features used. In our experiments, accuracy results were better
when the manifest feature was used.

We checked whether the accuracy is increased in all the cases when a certain feature is added. This will show that multiple features should be used together to improve accuracy, as in the case of our framework. From this point of view, the experimental results showed that the MNN-s was most suitable to learn the various feature types altogether. The average accuracy of each model was also measured with respect to the number of feature types, and the results are in Table V. The average accuracy was about 89% when only one feature type was used, and the average accuracy was increased to about 98%, 93%, and 94% respectively when all feature types were used. In addition, there was no case that the accuracy is degraded even when a new feature type is added to our MNN-s model. In contrast, among 75 cases that a new feature type is added in the classification, we found 21 degradation cases in the MNN-z model and 17 degradation cases in the DNN model. Fig. 6 in APPENDIX D shows that our MNN-s consistently improves the accuracy as a new feature type is added, whereas the DNN model does not. In the figure, the experimental results of shallow learning models are also described to show the effect of the MNN-s more clearly.

Two reasons why the experimental results show that MNN-s is best can be inferred as follows: First, if features are not extracted from samples of either class (malware class or benign class), the corresponding feature vectors for those samples will be zero-padded accordingly. For these feature vectors, zero-padded feature vectors may affect the model during the learning process. Second, in the DNN model, neurons of the different feature types are connected with neurons in the next layer together. When the model is trained with malicious samples like Trojan that inject malicious code into benign applications, the neurons of the benign features and the malicious features will affect the neurons in the next layers together. This means that the characteristics from the given malicious samples are attenuated in the detection model during the learning process.

2) Learning time for updating the detection model

Many malicious applications or benign applications are created and distributed every day. Since the malware detection model should reflect the characteristics of those new applications for accurate and prompt detection, it is necessary to update the model continuously. In addition, if security experts want to add a new type of features, the detection model can be updated. Our proposed multimodal neural network model is designed to respond to new malicious applications flexibly and efficiently to handle these situations. The model can be updated by the changing the network that needs to be trained newly. To evaluate the efficiency of our multimodal neural network model, we compared the performance of our model with the deep neural network model in two cases while updating the detection model.

We considered the following two cases:
- Case 1: when all types of features can be extracted from given applications to update the model
- Case 2: when an additional feature type can be extracted from given applications to update or when an additional feature type is added to be used in the detection model

Table VI shows the learning time for model updating in two cases. For the deep neural network model, all networks of the model should be re-trained in both two cases. So, the learning times for the cases are equal naturally. For the multimodal
neural network, the learning time for the case 1 is the sum of the training time for five initial networks and a final network. For the case 2, the only training time for one initial network and a final network is required in model updating.

As a result, it was confirmed that the time for model updating could be significantly reduced for the case 2. For example, the time when the manifest feature type is added was reduced by about 80% compared to that of the deep neural network model, i.e. case 1. In our experiments, a small set of samples were used in the model update; however, the number of applications that are collected newly every day is huge in practice. Therefore, more time is expected to be saved by training the multimodal neural network model because only the specific initial networks and the final network are updated.

E. Comparison with other existing detection methods

To show the performance of our framework compared with state-of-art detection systems, we investigated the similar approaches that have been previously proposed. From the deep learning-based methods to the general classification-based methods, various kinds of the Android malware detection methods were surveyed. Table VII shows the results of the investigations. Many existing methods utilize the malware samples from the Malgenome project. Therefore, we included the performance results in the table when the samples from the Malgenome project were used in the detection test. Naturally, the accuracy and the F-measure values of previously explained experiments were also included together. As shown in Table VII, the detection accuracy or the F-measure values of our framework were higher than the other methods including the deep learning based methods [28-31]. Like DNN described in Section V-D, all the classification models treat the feature vectors consist of the different types of feature without any isolation processes. The method in [29] uses two classification models per different feature types, but there is no process to combine the results of each model. So, the comprehensive final decision cannot be derived from the classification models, and the method cannot properly handle the situations that the two models produce conflicting decisions.

As we explained in subsection 2 in Section V-C, we also measured the performance of the deep learning based detection method proposed in [30]. As shown in Table VIII, the detection accuracy of our framework was 8% higher than that of their proposed method. In detail, the precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy of our framework were 0.08, 0.15, 0.12, and 8% higher each. As we described in the previous section, our framework generates feature vectors that are not dominated by the characteristics commonly appeared in both malware and benign applications while the method proposed in [30] uses naïve opcode sequences without such considerations. In addition, our framework uses various kinds of feature type to reflect the various aspects of Android applications and to deal with the situations like a certain raw data cannot be extracted properly. This is possible because our MNN model is designed to take advantage of these various feature types in terms of the accuracy and learning time efficiency.

F. Further Analysis to Evaluate the Framework

1) Obfuscated resilience of the framework

To show the obfuscation resilience of our proposed framework, we experimented with two sets of malware: a naïve malware set and an obfuscated malware set. Feature vectors are extracted from each malware set, and we calculated the similarities between them. We compared our similarity results with these three previous works such as ViewDroid [57], MassVet [58] and Droid-Sec [59]. In obfuscated malware generation, we applied the Android-specific obfuscation techniques that are introduced in [60] individually to samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Malware Data set</th>
<th>Benign Data set</th>
<th>Classification algorithm</th>
<th>Capacity for feature diversity</th>
<th>Accuracy (%) / F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>13,075 (V.S.)</td>
<td>19,747 (G.P.)</td>
<td>MNN (proposed)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>98% / 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Yuan [28]</td>
<td>1,209 (M.P.)</td>
<td>1,300 (G.P.)</td>
<td>DBN</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>96.8% / NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Yu [29]</td>
<td>1,760 (C.C./M.P.)</td>
<td>20,000 (G.P.)</td>
<td>DNN/RNN (separately used)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>90% / NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Mchaulghin [30]</td>
<td>9,902 (M.P./Mc.)</td>
<td>9,268 (G.P./Mc.)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>87% / 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Fereidooni [31]</td>
<td>18,677 (M.P./Mc./V.T./D.)</td>
<td>11,187 (D/M0.)</td>
<td>XGBoost(best)/Adaboost/RFS/VM/K-NN/LR/NB/DT/DNN</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>97% / 0.97 (XGBoost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.-Y. Huang [2]</td>
<td>480 (M.P.)</td>
<td>124,769 (G.P./3rd party)</td>
<td>Adaboost/NB/DT(best)/SVM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NA / 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Zhang [5]</td>
<td>2,200 (M.P./Mc.)</td>
<td>13,500 (Mc./G.P.)</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>93% / NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Arp [7]</td>
<td>5,560 (M.P./3rd party)</td>
<td>123,453 (G.P.)</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>93.9% / NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.-W. Su [8]</td>
<td>238 (C.C.)</td>
<td>1,500 (G.P.)</td>
<td>K-NN+K-Means</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NA / 0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Y. Yerima [58]</td>
<td>1,000 (M.P.)</td>
<td>1,000 (G.P. or 3rd party)</td>
<td>Bayesian based classifier</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>92% / NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Jerome [59]</td>
<td>1,246 (M.P.)</td>
<td>1,260 (G.P.)</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NA / 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Y. Yerima [60]</td>
<td>2,925 (Mc.)</td>
<td>3,938 (Mc.)</td>
<td>RF(best)/LR/NB/DT</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>97.5% / NA (RF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VIII - The Performance Comparison with [30]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The size of dataset used in this experiment is described in Table XI.

in the naïve malware set to measure the impacts of each obfuscation technique. Six obfuscation techniques in [60] and one technique (PI) we defined were tested in the experiments.

Table IX shows the experimental results with the obfuscated malware samples. The average similarities of our framework exceed 0.92, and the results show that our framework is as good as or better than previously proposed work. Our framework shows similar results with ViewDroid, and average similarities of the three obfuscation techniques, i.e., CR, ED, and RI, are slightly better than ViewDroid. These three obfuscation techniques do not change view graphs directly, but some view graphs may be no generated because view names and invoked functions related views are obfuscated. As a result, obfuscation causes some similarity degradations of ViewDroid. MassVet was implemented based on ViewDroid, and MassVet first analyzes malware with view graphs proposed in ViewDroid, and then analyzes reused code using their diff procedure. We already measured the performance of ViewDroid, so we only calculated the similarity, the code matching ratio using their diff procedure. MassVet uses features from control flow graphs (CFGs), and obfuscation techniques such as CR and JN affect these features. So, MassVet has very low similarity scores when these techniques are applied. Droid-Sec generates score vectors based on frequencies of declared permissions, API invocations and dynamic behaviors. In most cases, the similarity results are more than 0.90, but the result of JN is lowest, because the JN technique may affect frequency information. Our approach is slightly better than Droid-Sec because we focused on features of centroid methods instead of frequency features of the whole application.

Our framework uses various kinds of feature, and the similarity-based feature vector generation process can alleviate impacts of the obfuscation techniques even though some features are affected by obfuscation techniques. Even though the experimental results show that our framework is effective against some obfuscation techniques, static analysis based approaches still have limitations if obfuscation techniques are developed for specific detection frameworks or methods.

2) The applicability on the unsupervised learning

Our framework is devised for the malware detection using the supervised classification, however, we also had an experiment to evaluate the applicability of our proposed model to the unsupervised training-based classification. We implemented and compared two unsupervised learning-based classification models: The MNN shaped autoencoder and the DNN shaped autoencoder. The detailed information about these autoencoders is included in APPENDIX E. We followed the general unsupervised learning based classification approach that is introduced in [62]. Each autoencoder is trained to reconstruct positive data, i.e. malware only, and classification is performed by comparing its reconstruction error to a threshold. If the error is smaller than the threshold, the input instance is assigned to the positive class. As shown in Table X, the detection accuracy of the MNN shaped autoencoder was about 6% higher than the DNN shaped autoencoder.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Static Analysis

Chun Ying Huang et al. [2] proposed a malware detection method that uses the permission information and the number of files with common machine learning algorithms. Zarni Aung et al. [3] developed a system that collects the required permissions from the applications. Their system applies clustering algorithm and classification algorithm step by step. DroidLegacy [4] decomposes malware into loosely coupled modules and matches the API call frequencies of each module. DroidSIFT [5] classifies malware and benign applications by analyzing API dependency graphs of each application. RiskRanker [6] analyses dangerous behaviors of the applications. DREBIN [7] uses features like hardware or software components, permissions, intents, and API calls to detect malware. DroidMat [8] uses the API call traces, intent message passing, and information of components (activity, service, and receiver) to detect malware. DroidMoss [9] is a system that uses a fuzzy hashing technique to measure similarities of applications to detect the repacked malware. Junmei Sun et al. [17] presented a method that uses keywords correlation distance in feature vector generation for the SVM classification. Annamalai Narayanan et al. [18] proposed a method that uses CFGs as features, and the CFGs are applied to the online SVM algorithm for the malware detection. Ambra Demontis et al. [19] proposed a method to mitigate evasion attacks such as malware data manipulation. The method utilizes a secure SVM algorithm which enforces its features to have evenly-distributed weight. Compared with our framework, there are some differences that

### Table IX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Call Indirection (CI)</th>
<th>Code Reordering (CR)</th>
<th>Data Encryption (ED)</th>
<th>Junk Insertion (JN)</th>
<th>Permission Insertion (PI)</th>
<th>Identifier Renaming (RI)</th>
<th>Package Renaming (RP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViewDroid</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MassVet</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droid-Sec</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ours: our proposed feature vector based similarity calculation (Jaccard coefficient similarity measure used); ViewDroid [61]: view graph based similarity calculation, MassVet [62]: CFG geometric center based similarity calculation (view graph based similarity calculation is excluded for the duplication, matching ratio is used as similarity); Droid-Sec [63]: Their proposed feature vector based similarity calculation (Permission/API (our dangerous API list)/Dropbox Behavior information based feature vector and Jaccard coefficient similarity measure were used); The size of dataset used in this experiment is described in Table XI. PI is a technique that inserts additional permissions to the manifest.

### Table X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FPR TPR FNR TNR ACC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNN</td>
<td>15% 85% 14% 96% 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>17% 60% 40% 89% 79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The size of dataset used in this experiment is described in Table XI.
these methods use a small set of feature types and do not consider the flexibility of the detection model for feature type addition or partial model updates.

In addition to the above studies on signature-based detection, there are some studies to protect benign applications from malware. DroidAlarm [11] analyses to identify privilege escalation attacks. This system analyses execution paths in inter-procedural call graphs from a sensitive permission to a public interface. Erika Chin et al. [12] proposed ComDroid that analyses the manifest file of an application to check whether security-critical declarations for application communications exist. CHEX [13], DroidChecker [14], AAALP [15], and Amandroid [16] are methods to verify Android applications to defend against the component hijacking attacks. These studies focus on how to detect the potentially vulnerable points. The purpose of the researches is different from ours.

B. Dynamic Analysis

DroidScope [20] is a system that provides the semantic views for malware analysis. The system extracts system call traces as well as changes in environments such as processes and threads, and Dalvik instruction traces also are extracted and used in taint analysis in the system. TaintDroid [21] performs the data-flow analysis of applications and detects the information leakage of sensitive data. AASandbox [22] is a system that uses both static analysis and dynamic analysis. In its dynamic analysis, system call frequencies of benign applications and malware are collected and compared. Shabtai et al. [23] and Aubrey-Derrick et al. [24] proposed the anomaly detection systems. Each system analyses mobile devices to identify abnormalities of the device usage. The system uses the metrics such as CPU usage, the number of sent packets, and so on. Even though our framework only uses static features currently, the dynamic features like those presented in the previous studies can be utilized additionally.

C. Deep Learning based Malware Detection

Previous approaches that use deep learning algorithm are explained in turn. Razvan Pascaru et al. [25] uses the recurrent neural network to detect Windows-based malware. They use API events as the feature in detection. DeepSign [26] is a Windows-based malware detection method that uses dynamic API calls and their parameters as features. The deep belief network is used to classify malware and benign files. Joshua Saxe et al. [27] proposed a deep neural network-based malware detection method. In their method, PE import functions, strings, entropy and metadata of Windows binaries are used as features. The method uses different kinds of feature altogether, so it seems difficult to detect malware such as Trojan which has many features of normal programs. Droid-detector [28], a machine learning based method, is proposed to detect Android malware. This method extracts three types of features and uses them in the deep belief network. Wei Yu et al. [29] proposed an Android malware detection system that models neural network with permissions and system call traces from applications. In their system, only permissions are used as static features, even though there is much information that can be used and tested for their usefulness in detection. Niall McLaughlin et al. [30] proposed a system that uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) for the Android malware detection. In the system, raw opcode sequences of applications are used as a feature without any refinement. Hossein Fereidooni et al. [31] proposed ANASTASIA, a system to detect Android malware using features such as intents, permissions, system commands, and API calls. The system uses many classifiers including the deep neural network. Even though many kinds of feature can be extracted from Android applications, most of the previous methods use a small number of kinds of feature in detection. In addition, the previous methods do not consider the situations when adding new feature types.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel Android malware detection framework that utilizes many static features to reflect the properties of applications in various aspects. Total seven kinds of feature extracted by analyzing files such as a manifest file, a .dex file, and a .so file from an APK file, and these features enrich the extracted information to express applications’ characteristics. In addition, we suggested the effective feature vector generation method which is appropriate to detect malware that is similar to benign applications. Through our proposed feature representation, it is possible to prevent feature vector of malware from the common properties that appear in benign applications. Finally, we used the multimodal deep learning method, which is designed to deal with various kinds of feature type. Different types of feature are exclusively used to train the initial networks, and the results of the initial networks are subsequently used to train the final network. This architecture of the model is suitable for our framework to improve the malware detection accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first application of the multimodal deep learning to the Android malware detection.

In the evaluation, we carried out many experiments. We compared the detection accuracy of many different detection models. And, we performed an experiment to demonstrate our detection model can be efficiently updated. In addition, we had experiments to confirm the usefulness of the feature and our proposed feature vector generation method. And we also carried out experiments about the applicability on the unsupervised learning based classification and the obfuscation resilience. As a result, our framework was effective enough to be used in the Android malware detection. The source code and other auxiliaries were released in [34].

APPENDIX A

FEATURE VECTOR GENERATION ALGORITHMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALGORITHM</th>
<th>EXISTENCE BASED FEATURE VECTOR GENERATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input:</td>
<td>Feature set in DB, F_db &amp; Feature set of an App, F_app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output:</td>
<td>A existence based feature vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>feature_vector ← ∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>index ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>for ∀ f_i ∈ F_db do // for all features in database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>if f_i ∈ F_app then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>feature_vector[index] ← 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>return feature_vector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Algorithm II. Similarity Based Feature Vector Generation**

**Input:** Feature set in DB, \( F_{db} \) & Feature set of an App, \( F_{app} \)

**Output:** A similarity based feature vector

1. Centroids := k_means(\( F_{db} \)) // preprocessing
2. feature_vector := \( \{0, 0, 0\} \)
3. index := 0
4. for \( v \) ∈ Centroids do // for all centroids
5. \( \text{min_sim} := 0 \)
6. for \( f \) ∈ \( F_{app} \) do // for all features
7. \( \text{dist} := \text{euclidean_dist}(v, f) \)
8. sim := 1/\( \text{dist} + 1 \)
9. if sim < \text{min_sim} then
10. \( \text{min_sim} := \text{sim} \)
11. if \( \text{min_sim} > \text{threshold} \) then
12. feature_vector[index] := 1
13. else
14. feature_vector[index] := 0
15. index := index+1
16. return feature_vector

**Appendix B. Malicious Feature Database**

![Tables for the creation of feature vector generation](image)

Fig. 5. The structure of tables in the malicious feature DB. Tables for method opcode frequency, method API frequency, and shared library function opcode frequency contains the centroid in each row. The centroids are calculated by K-Means algorithm. The other tables contain the real values of the attributes.

**Appendix C. Dataset Information**

**Table XI. The Dataset Information Used in All the Experiments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. (Section)</th>
<th>Test Validation</th>
<th>Train Dataset size (malware/benign)</th>
<th>Dataset Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-C-1</td>
<td>Not classification experiment</td>
<td>1,260/2,000</td>
<td>M.P./G.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-C-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13,036/18,803</td>
<td>V.S./G.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-D-1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-D-2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-E</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-F-1</td>
<td>Not classification experiment</td>
<td>1,000/0</td>
<td>M.P./G.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-F-2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.S – VirusShare, M.P. – Malgenome project, G.P. – Google Play Store

**Table XII. The Size of Dataset Used in the Experiments in Section V-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Combination</th>
<th>Benign set</th>
<th>Malware set</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( [1,2,4],[1,3,4],[1,4,5] )</td>
<td>19,741</td>
<td>13,075</td>
<td>32,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [1,4] )</td>
<td>18,831</td>
<td>12,593</td>
<td>31,424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [1,5],[1,2],[1,3],[1,2,3],[1,2,5],[1,3,5] )</td>
<td>18,815</td>
<td>13,036</td>
<td>31,851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [2,4],[3,4],[4,5],[2,3,4],[2,4,5],[3,4,5],[1,2,3,5],[2,3,4,5] )</td>
<td>19,741</td>
<td>13,075</td>
<td>32,816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [1] )</td>
<td>1,463</td>
<td>2,167</td>
<td>3,630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feature number:
1 – Share lib. opcode feature
2 – Method opcode feature
3 – Method API feature
4 – Manifest feature
5 – String feature

**Appendix D. Experimental Results**

![Graphs for detection accuracy changes according to feature type addition](image)

Fig. 6. The directed graph for detection accuracy changes according to feature type addition in random forest/support vector machine/deep neural network/multimodal neural network. Each node means the accuracy result of a certain feature combination, and only nodes in inclusion relation are connected with edges. The direction of edge is expressed as the bold line. Red edge means the accuracy decrease and blue edge means the accuracy increase (including equal accuracy).

![Bar graphs for different detection methods](image)

Fig. 7. The standard normal distribution of the total benign apps, the total malware, and the malware missed by binary-based detection method and bag-of-words based detection method. The standard normal distribution is computed using the ratio of the elements set as one in our similarity-based feature vector. The samples from VirusShare and Google Play Store were used.
Fig. 8. Accuracy results of the multimodal neural network model, the support vector machine model, and the random forest model. (validation set/ test set: 20% each, training set: 60%, the size of dataset used in this experiment is described in Table I)

![Graphs showing accuracy results](image)

**APPENDIX E**

**AUTOENCODERS**

**TABLE XIII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE STRUCTURE OF THE AUTOENCODERS</th>
<th>MNN shaped AE (No. of neurons)</th>
<th>DNN shaped AE (No. of neurons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer1/1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer2/2</td>
<td>100  200  100  100  200  100  200</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer3/3</td>
<td>20  20  20  20  20  100</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final network</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer1/4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer2/5</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer3/6</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the layers use the ReLU function except for the last layer. The last layer uses the sigmoid function.
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